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SUNRISES CONSTITUTED A RECURRING THEME ON THE STATE
seals used on the backs of Original Series, Series 1875 and Series 1882
National Bank Notes.  A sunrise over newly opened land was a universal
metaphor for hope and the promise of future prosperity, so many states

incorporated one into their seals.
Most state seals - or coats of arms as they were called at the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing - were engraved at the bank note companies.  Then they
were transferred to the BEP during the transition to the Series of 1875 in 1875-77.
Bureau engravers gave very serious attention to how to portray sunrises.  The result
was that they set about to improve most of them.

Use of the Smithsonian Proofs

The BEP proofs in the National Numismatic Collection at the
Smithsonian Institution include Series of 1875 backs made at the Bureau and all of
the 1882 backs.  Consequently we studied them in order to discover the varieties
that are included here.  Our incentive to use the proofs was the fact that they con-
stituted a comprehensive set of the seals.  Also they are perfect prints, which is ideal
for illustrating a study of this kind.

The same seals were used on both Series of 1875 and 1882 back plates.

The changes that were made were carried out by BEP personnel when the Series of
1882 was current, so all the changes occur in that series.

However, not all the varieties showed up on Series of 1875 notes.  The rea-
son is that the only way a new variety could make it to a Series of 1875 back was if a
replacement plate was required and a new plate was made at the Bureau after the
variety had been adopted.
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Making Seal Varieties

There were two ways a new state seal was made:  (1) engrave an entirely new
die or (2) alter the image on an existing die.  Both techniques were employed.

The procedure for modifying an existing engraving involved laying the
image into a new die using the transfer roll made from the original.  The image on
the new die, which was still soft, could then be altered.  It was not possible to alter
the original die directly because it had been hardened.

Once the desired result was obtained, the new die was hardened and a new
transfer roll was made from it and also hardened.

Savers

The people involved in the intaglio engraving trade were notorious savers.
They rarely threw away dies or transfer rolls, even after they had become obsolete.
The consequences were occasionally delightful, especially in the case of transfer rolls.
Obsolete transfer rolls were in the inventory so siderographers occasionally used
them to lay obsolete images into a new plate.   The result was that the changeovers
between varieties often were not abrupt.  Instead some new plates came out with the
old variety, a situation that went on for years in the cases of some states!

In fact, we discovered three Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 back plates for
Indiana where all the seals on the $10s are of our 3rd variety whereas those on the
$20s are the 4th!  Now that is unusual, and was totally unexpected!

Indiana

Figure 1 illustrates that we identified four distinct engravings of the same
basic seal on the Series of 1882 proofs for Indiana.  The primary feature that differs
between them is the sunrise.

Other elements that were altered include the patterns of the bark
on the tree trunks, the details of the cut being made in the tree, the shape of the
bushes in the background to the left of the wood chopper and the patterns defining
the topographic facets on the faces of the two mountains to the left.

At first glance, varieties 2 and 3 look the same, with variety 2 being a weak
transfer.  However, a weak transfer does not explain the distinctively different line
work in the tree trunks.

Figure 1.  Sunrise varieties found on
the Indiana state seal:  (1) bold white
rays, (2) weak spiked rays, (3) spiked
rays and (4) stylized engraved rays.
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The progression is toward the highly stylized engraved rays on variety 4,
which very successfully evoke a sunrise.  The same evolutionary trend and final
result will be observed on the sunrises in the seals for several other states.

The data on Table 1 clearly reveals that obsolete rolls were resurrected to
make plates after a new variety had been adopted.  This is poignant evidence the
intaglio workers never threw anything away!

Our most astonishing Indiana discovery is shown on Figure 2 where you
can see that the Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 proofs for plates 8, 10 and 11 exhibited
variety 3 seals on the $10s and variety 4s on the $20s!  It is apparent that two sidero-
graphers were involved in making those plates.  The fellow laying the seals into the
$10s used an obsolete transfer roll whereas the fellow laying in the $20s used the
new roll!  Discoveries like this really keep you going in this game!

There is a final quibble to be made with regard to the Indiana seals.  As
shown on Figure 3, some of the skies come out entirely clear, especially on
Original/1875 backs.  We are attributing this to weak transfers of the weak ray
design because the rest of the details are identical between the two varieties.
However, it is entirely possible that the clear sky image represents a distinct 5th

Figure 2.  The state seals on 10-10-10-
20 Series of 1882 Indiana plates 8, 10
and 11 have sunrises with spiked rays
on the $10 subjects and stylized
engraved rays on the $20s.   It is obvi-
ous that two different transfer rolls
were being used to make the plates,
wherein the one with spiked rays was
obsolete.
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variety.  One problem with classifying it as such is that you couldn’t tell the different
between it and a weak ray seal on a worn note. 

Michigan

The Michigan seal is a bit of a tough call.  When we examined the proofs,
we easily could see a distinct difference between the earlier and later seals.  Close
examination revealed that both were made from the same die, but the variety 2 ver-
sion had been retooled during the early brown back era to darken the entire field
and to bring out the rays behind the eagle and in the TUEBOR shield.  The effect is
visually obvious on Figure 4 where the eagle and other details are much more boldly
defined.

The rays on the original appear to be separated from each other by white
lines that radiate from a source behind the eagle.  Those lines are not lines at all, but
instead are vertically aligned tiny gaps separating the engraved horizontal lines that
make up adjacent rays.

The tiny gaps on the retooled image were closed by extending the horizon-
tal engraved lines.  The fact that the lines in the adjacent rays are offset where they
now touch maintains the visual effect of the rays, but gives them and the whole a
richer, darker appearance.

All the Original/1875 plates are variety 1 except for the last 5-5-5-5 plate
made at the BEP.  The first of the Series of 1882 plates are also variety 1, specifically
5-5-5-5 plates 1 to 9, and 10-10-10-20 and 50-100 plates number 1.  Series of 1882
5-5-5-5 plates 10-18, 10-10-10-20 plates 2-16 and 50-100 plates 2-3 are variety 2.

Figure 3.  The weak spiked sky (left)
appears to come out as a clear sky
(right) on weak transfers of the weak
spiked seal.  There is a possibility that
the two were made from different
dies; however, all the other details are
identical.

Figure 4.  The variety 2 Michigan seal
on the right was made by duplicating
the original die and deepening and
extending the tiny horizontal dashes
that make up the interiors of each of
the rays until most touched.  The visu-
al effect of the rays was strengthened
giving the overall image a darker,
richer appearance.
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Minnesota

The Minnesota seal was reengraved and the design on it was the most
changed in the group treated in this article, but you still will have to carefully com-
pare the before and after versions to spot the differences.  Once you do, you’ll
exclaim “why didn’t I notice all them before!”

The new die was made to materially improve the appearance of the sunrise,
a job that was undertaken shortly after the start of the Series of 1882.  Figure 5
reveals that the waterfall and all the vegetation to the right of the man’s head and
shoulder was totally reworked as well.  The ground in front of and below the horse
as well as details in the vegetation and powder horn were similarly redone.

The only Series of 1882 plates to utilize variety 1 seals were 5-5-5-5 plates
1-8.  Plates 9-12 were variety 2, as were all the 10-10-10-20s and 50-100s.  All the
back plates made at the BEP for the Series of 1875 were also variety 2, although it is
certain that existing variety 1 bank note company back plates were used to print the
early Series of 1875 notes.

New York

The first New York state seal underwent a succession of two changes in
order to sharpen the appearance of the sunrise as shown on Figure 6. Each is a dif-
ferent engraving.

Better defined clouds were added to variety 2, and the definition of the sun
was improved each time until its profile became a circle on variety 3. Variety 2 is dis-
tinctive in that a set of parallel vertical lines was used to cast a shadow across the
water in front of the mountain.  Those lines were removed from variety 3.  An
important improvement on variety 3 was the strengthening and darkening of the
horizontal lines comprising the field behind the eagle.  There are obvious differences
in the patterns on the women’s clothing between each variety.

Figure 5.  The Minnesota seal was
completely redone.  Notice the differ-
ences in all the vegetation, the water-
fall, and the sunrise.

Write the Editor and speak your mind
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Variety 2 was the least frequently used on Series of 1882 plates and variety
3 the most.  All three varieties appear on Series of 1875 backs, with variety 2 being
by far the least used because it occurs only on two each of 5-5-5-5 and 50-100 plates.

Ohio

As shown on Figure 7, it took three engravings to arrive at the final version
of the sunrise for the first Ohio seal.  All look fairly similar at first glance until you
take a closer look.

Figure 6.  The evolution of the first New York seal involved a progression through three varieties from left to right culminating in a round sun
on variety 3 and an evenly and darkly shaded background behind the eagle.  The sunrise is bright and the rays ill defined on variety 1.
Variety 2 is distinguished by the parallel vertical lines that represent a shadow cast by the mountain across the water in the foreground.

Figure 7.  Three engravings were made of the first Ohio seal.  The boat on variety 1 on the left exhibits a wake as well as a parallel white
flash on the smooth water in the foreground.  Variety 2 is most notable for the deeply shaded flank of the mountain on the left.  Variety 3 has
the best defined sunrise and well developed clouds, lit from below.
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The quality of the engraved work depicting the sunrise and sky improve
substantially from left to right culminating on variety 3 with very well defined rays
and attractive clouds that are well-lit from below.  However, if you want to hone in
on other differences, we suggest that you look at the mountains, because all are dif-
ferent.  The dark shading on the left side of the variety 2 mountain is the most dis-
tinctive.

There are obvious differences in the wake to the left of the boat, with variety
1 sporting not only a wake but second parallel white flame that represents a smooth
spot on the water below the wake.  You will see numerous differences in the vegeta-
tion and in the presentation of the items in the foreground.

We only found two BEP proofs with variety 1 vignettes; specifically, an
1875 20-20-50-100 and an 1882 10-10-10-20, both plate number 1.  Variety 2
appears on 1882 5-5-5-5 plates 1-3, 10-10-10-20 plates 2-3, and 50-100 plate 1.
The vast majority of the proofs are variety 3, and there are plenty of them because
Ohio was a large issuer.

Maine

The story of the Maine state seals is terrific, not because the varieties are
gigantic, but because they brought with them one totally unexpected surprise.

The centerpiece of the Maine state seal is the polar star, a feature that the
creators of the seal wished to load with symbolism.  The following is one of the
resolves attending adoption of the seal by the legislature in 1820.

“...as the Polar Star has been considered the mariner’s guide and
director in conducting the ship over the pathless ocean to the desired
haven, and as the center of magnetic attraction; as it has been figuratively
used to denote the point, to which all affections turn, and as it is here
intended to represent the State, it may be considered the citizens’ guide,
and the object to which the patriot's best exertions should be directed.”

Belaboring this point, the state motto Adirigo , which is Latin for “I direct” or “I
guide,” was added to the banner within the seal to foster the notion that the state
serves as a guide to the citizen and thus the state should become the focus of his
patriotic exertions.

One of the BEP engravers took steps to sharpen the radiating star on the
Maine seal at the same time Bureau engravers were perfecting how to portray sunris-
es on the other state seals.  You can observe on Figure 9 that he darkened the star in
order to better differentiate it from the rays and also enhanced the contrasts between
the rays, both to good effect.

Figure 8.  A duplicate was made of
the Maine seal in 1892 whereupon an
engraver greatly enhanced the con-
trast between the star and rays ema-
nating from it.  The enhanced version
was used only on the last $5 Series of
1875 and last nine $5 Series of 1882
5-5-5-5 back plates.
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This was a case  where a copy of the original die was laid in to a new die
and altered rather than engraving a totally new seal.  The new die was entered into
the BEP die ledger on December 30, 1892.

The strange thing about the new die was that it only was used to make new
$5 plates, one in the Series of 1875 and nine in the Series of 1882.  The first was
brown back plate 11 certified April 19, 1894.  All the higher denomination plates
that were required continued to be made with the weak star.

The big surprise arrived on the second plate made from the new die, the
lone duplicate $5 Series of 1875 back plate certified June 20, 1894.  You can see
from Figure 10 that some perfectionist engraver just couldn’t leave well enough
alone.

Figure 9.  Notice how the engraver
darkened the star and added contrast
to the rays on Maine seal on the right.

Figure 10.  An
engraver
added texture
to the letters
spelling
DIRIGO on the
C-position note
on the last
Series of 1875
5-5-5-5 Maine
back plate that
was made.
This ad hoc
embellishment
was not used
on any other
subject or
plate.  
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Notice that he decided to add texture to the hollow letters spelling Dirigo by

inscribing flourishes within them.  He practiced on the C position directly on the
plate, not on the die, which by then had been hardened.  His effort never went any
further, so the only way to find this variety is to obtain a $5 from the C position of
the last Series of 1875 plate made for the state!

Illinois

The Illinois seals on Figure 11 exhibit the subtlest of the varieties we have
found, but the changes are neat.

Someone didn’t like the configurations of the eagle’s claws, so they were
redone.  The new die was a new engraving, but a very faithful copy of the original.

As shown on Figure 12, the left talon originally clasped a small branch but
the branch was removed from variety 2.  Figure 13 reveals that the right talon on the
original has one weakly engraved claw wrapped around the arrows, whereas there two
very prominent claws around the arrows on Variety 2.

Figure 12.  There are two well
defined claws wrapped around the
arrows on variety 2 Illinois seal on the
right.

Figure 11.  A new engraving was
made of the Illinois state seal to
change both of the Eagle’s talons.
Variety 1 is on the left.
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The new die was logged into the ledger in 1897, but we found that it start-
ed to be used to make plates beginning at least as early as 1894.  If it hadn’t been
for the ledger entry, we wouldn’t have spotted the varieties.

The new variety was heavily used on all the Series of 1882 sheet combina-
tions, but only one 5-5-5-5 Series of 1875 back was made with it.
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Figure 13.  The talon is clearly grasp-
ing a small branch on variety 1
Illinois seal on the left.

Table 1.  Varieties of the Indiana state seal observed on proofs for Series of 1875 and 1882
national bank notes backs in the National Numismatic Collection. No bank note company
proofs were saved from the Original Series back plates that were transferred to the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing and used there to print Series of 1875 backs.

Plate Plate
Plate Serial No.2 Serial No.2 Certification

Combination No.1 in Margin in Note Date Ray Variety

Series of 1875:
1-1-1-2 -- 13 -- -- weak spiked
5-5-5-5 270 -- -- -- bold white

341 -- -- -- bold white
401 -- -- May 1, 1894 stylized engraved

10-10-10-10 -- 9 -- Jun 4, 1896 spiked
10-10-10-20 -- 1 -- -- weak spiked

-- 7 -- -- weak spiked
50-100 -- 1 -- -- weak spiked
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Plate Plate
Plate Serial No.2 Serial No.2 Certification

Combination No.1 in Margin in Note Date Ray Variety

Series of 1882:
5-5-5-5 -- 1 -- Jul 17, 1882 bold white

-- 2 2 -- bold white
-- -- 3 -- weak spiked
-- 4 4 -- weak spiked
-- 5 5 -- weak spiked
-- 6 6 -- weak spiked
-- 7 7 -- weak spiked
-- 8 8 -- weak spiked
-- 9 9 Mar 16, 1894 weak spiked
-- 10 10 Jun 12, 1894 weak spiked
-- 11 11 May 3, 1895 stylized engraved
-- 12 12 Dec 10, 1895 stylized engraved
108 12 12 Dec 6, 1898 weak spiked

renumbered 13, recertified Jul 7, 1899
118 13 13 Dec 10, 1898 stylized engraved

renumbered 14, recertified Jul 7, 1899
393 14 14 Dec 8, 1900 stylized engraved

misnumbered 14, number not changed
394 15 15 May 11, 1901 stylized engraved
830 16 16 Nov 21, 1906 stylized engraved
915 17 17 Sep 7, 1907 stylized engraved
1031 18 18 May 2, 1908 stylized engraved

10-10-10-10 885 1 1 May 6, 1907 stylized engraved
10-10-10-20 -- 1 -- Jul 17, 1882 weak spiked

-- 2 2 Aug 22, 1882 weak spiked

-- 3 3 -- spiked
-- 4 4 -- spiked
-- 5 5 -- spiked
-- 6 6 -- stylized engraved
-- 7 7 -- stylized engraved
-- 8 8 Jun 5, 1894 $10 spiked, $20 stylized 

engraved
-- 9 9 May 3, 1895 stylized engraved
-- 10 10 Aug 10, 1895 $10 spiked, $20 stylized 

engraved
-- 11 11 Sep 13, 1898 $10 spiked, $20 stylized 

engraved
106 12 12 Oct 21, 1898 spiked
107 13 13 Nov 2, 1898 spiked
381 14 14 May 11, 1901 spiked
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Plate Plate
Plate Serial No.2 Serial No.2 Certification

Combination No.1 in Margin in Note Date Ray Variety

Series of 1882:
10-10-10-20 382 15 15 Jul 23, 1900 spiked

491 16 16 Dec 18, 1902 stylized engraved
566 17 17 Jun 24, 1904 stylized engraved
567 18 18 Jun 29, 1904 stylized engraved
838 19 19 Dec 20, 1906 stylized engraved
949 20 20 Nov 16, 1907 stylized engraved

50-100 -- 1 -- Aug 19, 1882 weak spiked
-- 2 2 -- spiked
-- 3 3 Jun 3, 1898 stylized engraved

1.  Plate numbers are from an omnibus set of numbers instituted in September 19, 1898 for large size national
bank note intaglio plates that thread through all the plates made from then on.

2.  Plate serial numbers are variety numbers that thread consecutively through plates of the same kind.        �
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